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Abstract: This study proposes a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based steganalytic method
that allows ternary classification to simultaneously identify WOW and UNIWARD, which are
representative adaptive image steganographic algorithms. WOW and UNIWARD have very similar
message embedding methods in terms of measuring and minimizing the degree of distortion of
images caused by message embedding. This similarity between WOW and UNIWARD makes it
difficult to distinguish between both algorithms even in a CNN-based classifier. Our experiments
particularly show that WOW and UNIWARD cannot be distinguished by simply combining binary
CNN-based classifiers learned to separately identify both algorithms. Therefore, to identify and
classify WOW and UNIWARD, WOW and UNIWARD must be learned at the same time using a
single CNN-based classifier designed for ternary classification. This study proposes a method for
ternary classification that learns and classifies cover, WOW stego, and UNIWARD stego images
using a single CNN-based classifier. A CNN structure and a preprocessing filter are also proposed
to effectively classify/identify WOW and UNIWARD. Experiments using BOSSBase 1.01 database
images confirmed that the proposed method could make a ternary classification with an accuracy of
approximately 72%.

Keywords: image steganalysis; WOW; UNIWARD; ternary classification; convolutional neural
network (CNN)

1. Introduction

Interest in information security technologies, such as image steganography/steganalysis, has
significantly grown because of the universalization of digital multimedia and communication. Image
steganography is a technique in which a secret message is embedded into an image, called cover
image, and the message-embedded image, called stego image, is transmitted through a public channel
without gaining the attention of a third party, thereby implementing covert communication. The image
steganalysis is the reverse process of image steganography, which aims to determine whether or not
the image to be tested contains a secret message and then finds out the hidden message.

The performance of image steganographic methods depends on two conflicting parameters:
embedding capacity, which represents how many messages we can hide, and the image quality after
embedding, which is closely related to message concealment. Therefore, most image steganographic
methods have achieved a high embedding capacity at the expense of low image quality after
embedding, and vice versa.

Early image steganographic methods include the least significant bit (LSB) substitution method [1],
which replaces the least significant bits of image pixels by secret messages, and the pixel value
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differencing (PVD) methods [2–4] that determine the amount of secret messages to be embedded in
proportion to the difference between adjacent pixels. These early image steganographic methods
sequentially embed secret messages into all pixels of an image, although they have been recently
extended to embed messages in randomly selected pixels using pseudo-random generators for secure
message hiding [5,6].

Sequentially embedding secret messages into all pixels of an image is well known to change
the statistical characteristics of the image. In Figure 1, the solid line refers to a probability density
function (PDF) of the differences between two adjacent pixels on a cover image. The dot lines refer to
the different PDFs on the stego images created by different image steganographic methods. The PDF
of the LSB stego image is significantly different from that of the cover image in the section where
the differences are small. This statistical difference is easily detected by statistical attacks, such as
the RS analysis in [7]. Thus, image steganographic methods have come to consider more how not to
be detected by steganalytic attacks than how many messages to embed. To avoid statistical attacks,
image steganographic methods began to consider where the message would be embedded. Methods
such as HUGO [8], WOW [9], and UNIWARD [10] tried to embed a message into only pixels with a
small distortion, mainly on image edges, by analyzing the distortion caused by embedding a message
into each pixel. For example, HUGO measured the embedding distortion by reverse-engineering the
processes of the subtractive pixel adjacency matrix (SPAM) [11], a steganalytic method that calculated a
co-occurrence matrix for the differences of the adjacent pixels in eight directions of vertical, horizontal,
and diagonal to analyze the statistical changes in the pixel values caused by the message embedding.
HUGO could reduce the probability of being detected by the SPAM by 1/7.

Figure 1. Probability density functions of the differences between the adjacent pixels on a cover image
and its stego images.

The performance of image steganalysis in detecting image steganography has greatly improved
with the development of image steganography to more covertly and skillfully hide a message. Image
staganalytic methods generally try to extract traces of image steganography in the image by using
high-pass filters (HPF) and identify images to which image steganography has been applied through
classification. Early steganalytic methods extracted image features using manually designed HPFs
(those features are called handcrafted features hereafter) and detected image steganography using
classifiers based on machine learning algorithms, such as support vector machines (SVM) [12] and
random forest [13]. A representative method using handcrafted features is the spatial rich model
(SRM) [14].

With the great success of convolutional neural networks (CNN) in object detection and
recognition [15,16], using CNNs for steganalysis has been actively investigated [17–27]. Unlike
handcrafted feature-based methods, a CNN can automatically extract and learn the features that are
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optimal or well suited for identifying steganographic methods. Therefore, CNN-based steganalytic
methods have demonstrated a better performance compared to handcrafted feature-based methods.

However, most existing image steganalytic methods, regardless of whether or not CNNs are
used, have focused on identifying whether or not a secret message is hidden in an image (i.e., the
binary classification between a normal (or cover) image in which any message has not been embedded
and a stego image in which a message has been embedded). Discriminating stego images created
by different steganographic methods has been less considered; thus, the binary classifiers are not
suitable for discriminating these stego images. Discriminating the stego images created by WOW and
UNIWARD that embed a message in a similar and skillful manner is very difficult.

The classification of stego images created by different steganographic methods plays an important
role in restoring embedded messages beyond judging whether or not a message is embedded. In this
study, as the first step to restore messages embedded by steganographic methods, a CNN-based
steganalytic method is proposed to classify the stego images created by different steganographic
methods. The structure of a ternary classifier is specially designed to distinguish between the
stego images created by WOW and UNIWARD and the normal images without messages. Through
comparative experiments with the existing binary classifiers, the reason why multiple steganographic
methods should be classified in a single ternary classifier, and various methods for improving the
performance of the proposed ternary classifier are presented.

Compared to existing image steganalytic methods, the primary contributions of this study are
as follows:

– a single framework is provided for identifying multiple steganographic methods;
– a CNN-based ternary classifier is proposed for image steganalysis; and
– effective methods for extending a CNN to discriminate similar WOW and UNIWARD stego

images are proposed and evaluated.

This study is an extension of [28] and differs from the previous study in the following respect:

– a CNN-based ternary classifier with a new preprocessing filter is proposed;
– more details for designing it are provided; and
– the performance of the proposed classifier is intensively evaluated.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the conventional
image steganographic and steganalytic methods; Section 3 explains the proposed steganalytic method;
Section 4 experimentally evaluates its performance using images from a database available online; and
Section 5 presents the conclusions and suggestions for future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. WOW and UNIWARD

WOW and UNIWARD calculate the degree of distortion when a message is embedded in an image,
and then embed a small amount of message in regions where the distortion is small. We refer herein
to such methods as adaptive steganographic methods. This makes it more difficult to detect hidden
messages by embedding messages only in high-frequency regions with relatively little distortion and
makes it possible to avoid steganalytic attacks using statistical analysis because the change in the
statistical characteristics of the images caused by message embedding is very small (Figure 1).

Adaptive steganographic methods have suggested different approaches for quantifying the
image distortion caused by message embedding. The image distortion function for WOW is defined
as follows:

D(X, Y) = ρij(X, Yij)|Xij −Yij|. (1)

Here, X and Y are a cover and its stego images, respectively, and ρ is a function that examines the
detectability in all neighboring directions of each pixel using the HPFs in Figure 2. Thus, a message is
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not embedded if the detectability is high even in one direction. The message is embedded into the
pixels for which the detectability is low in all directions.

Figure 2. HPFs and wavelet filters used in WOW [9].

For UNIWARD, the residual images were calculated using the wavelet filters in Figure 2.
The image distortion function is defined as follows by the sum of the absolute difference between the
cover and the stego residual images:

D(X, Y) =
3

∑
k=1

n1

∑
u=1

n2

∑
v=1

|Wk
uv(X)−Wk

uv(Y)|
σ + |W(k)

uv (X)|
. (2)

Here, W(k) represents the residual image calculated using the kth filter; n1 and n2 are the image
width and height, respectively, and σ is a constant stabilizing the numerical calculations.

Consequently, WOW and UNIWARD have different image distortion functions, but their
approaches to embedding messages are very similar.

2.2. SRM

The SRM [14] is a handcrafted feature-based steganalytic method that uses various types of
linear and nonlinear HPFs (Figure 3) to extract a number of meaningful features from the images.
The features are then classified using an ensemble classifier (i.e., a random forest) that uses Fisher
linear discriminants as the base classifiers.

Figure 3. Thirty linear and nonlinear 5 × 5 SRM filters [19]. The filters are padded with zeros to obtain
a unified size of 5 × 5.

The SRM was the most effective method used to detect image steganography before the
CNN-based image steganalytic methods emerged. The SRM is highly accurate compared to
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CNN-based methods. The method of extracting many features using various types of HPFs has
also been widely used in CNN-based ones [19,20,25–27].

2.3. CNN-Based Image Steganalysis

CNNs can automatically extract the optimal features required to detect and recognize objects
in images, and can classify features with high accuracy [15,16]. Therefore, studies using CNNs are
greatly increasing in the image steganalysis field. However, unlike other deep learning problems,
the CNN-based image steganalysis has a preprocessing process of applying HPFs to input images. This
process enhances the pixel variation caused by embedding messages such that the CNN can detect it
well while also removing the low-frequency area, where the messages are less likely to be embedded.

Xu and Wu proposed a simple yet effective initial CNN for image steganalysis [17]. They used
a network comprising five convolutional layers and a single fully connected layer (Figure 4). They
also used a 5 × 5 HPF in a preprocessing stage, generated eight feature maps in the first convolutional
layer, and doubled the number of feature maps and halved the size of the feature maps in the
subsequent convolutional layers. Each convolutional layer comprised the processes of convolution,
batch normalization, activation, and pooling. They improved the steganalytic performance of the
network by adding the absolute layer to the first convolutional layer and by using the tanh activation
function in the first two convolutional layers. Yuan et al. used the same network structure as the initial
CNN, but utilized three HPFs in a preprocessing stage [18].

Figure 4. Initial CNN for image steganalysis [17]. The CNN extracts 128 1 × 1 feature maps from a
512 × 512 input image.

ReST-Net [19] uses three different filter sets, namely 16 simplified linear SRM, 14 nonlinear SRM,
and 16 Gabor filters (Figures 3 and 5) in the preprocessing stage to extract much more features from
the input images. In addition, ReST-Net constructs three subnetworks (Figure 6). After separately
training the subnetworks using each preprocessing filter, it trains a new fully connected layer using
transfer learning while fixing the parameters of three subnetworks.

Figure 5. Sixteen 6 × 6 Gabor filters with different orientations and scales [19].
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Figure 6. Structure of Rest-Net [19], which comprises three three subnetworks that are a modification
of the initial CNN [17] and uses transfer learning.

Yedroudj-Net [20] has a similar structure with the initial CNN [17], but uses linear SRM filters
in the preprocessing stage, and has two additional fully connected layers (Figure 7). It removes the
average pooling process in the first convolutional layer to prevent loss of information caused by
pooling. In the first two convolutional layers, it uses the TLU function instead of the tanh function
to remove the strong, but statistically insignificant information. It has an additional scaling process
after batch normalization. Yedroudj-Net has achieved approximately 4-5% improvement in accuracy
in binary classification in comparison with the initial CNN [17].

Figure 7. Structure of Yedroudj-Net [20].

Deep residual networks for image steganalysis have also been proposed [22,23]. These networks
could be made much deeper by employing residual shortcuts (Figure 8). In [22], without fixing the
preprocessing filters or initializing the filter coefficients with the SRM filters, the preprocessing process
is significantly expanded using several convolutional and residual layers to realize a completely
data-driven steganalysis.
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Figure 8. Structure of a deep residual network used in [22].

Ke et al. proposed a multi-column CNN that extracts various features using filters of different
sizes in convolutional layers and allows the input image to be of an arbitrary size or resolution [24].
As a multi-task learning approach, Yu et al. extended a CNN by adding fully convolutional networks
that take the output of each convolutional layer as the input for a pixel binary classification that
estimates whether or not each pixel in an image has been modified because of steganography [26].

Wu et al. proposed a new normalization, called shared normalization, that uses the same mean
and standard deviation, instead of the minibatch mean and standard deviation, for all training and
test batches to normalize each input batch and address the limitation of batch normalization for image
steganalysis [21]. Meanwhile, Ni et al. proposed a selective ensemble method that can choose to join
or delete a base classifier by reinforcement learning to reduce the number of base classifiers while
ensuring the classification performance [25].

As such, the existing CNN-based staganalytic methods could successfully increase the
classification accuracy by deepening or widening the CNNs and using various types of preprocessing
filters. However, these methods aimed for the binary classification of cover and stego images, and,
thus, may not be available for the N-ary (N > 2) classification. Two adaptive steganographic methods,
namely WOW and UNIWARD, embed a small amount of messages in a similar manner (Section 2.1);
hence, the binary classifiers are very likely to misclassify the WOW and UNIWARD stego images.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Similarity between WOW and UNIWARD

The adaptive steganographic methods, namely WOW and UNIWARD, use directional filters to
analyze how different the differences from the neighboring pixels (i.e., the degree of image distortion)
are when a message is embedded into each pixel of an image, and then selectively embed the message
into a pixel with a small degree of image distortion. WOW and UNIWARD use different functions to
measure the image distortion, but their processes of embedding the message are very similar; thus, the
existing CNN-based binary classifiers become confused when discriminating WOW and UNIWARD,
and are very likely to make an incorrect classification.

We conducted an experiment in which UNIWARD stego images were input to a binary classifier
that had been trained for WOW and vice versa to demonstrate the difficulty of discriminating WOW
and UNIWARD using binary classifiers. The CNN used in the literature [17] (Figure 4) was used for
the experiment. The other experimental conditions were the same as those given in Section 4.

Table 1 shows that, even when two different steganographic methods (i.e., WOW and UNIWARD)
were used in the training and testing phases, respectively, the classification rates for the stego images
were still high. For example, the classification rates were 67.13% when the UNIWARD stego images
were input into the classifier trained using the WOW stego images. In other words, it is very likely
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that they are confused with each other because they are too similar to discriminate. Therefore, using
existing binary classifiers to classify WOW and UNIWARD is ineffective.

Table 1. Cross identification between WOW and UNIWARD (bpp = 0.4).

Training Testing Classification Rates (%)

For Cover For UNIWARD Stego For WOW Stego Total

UNIWARD UNIWARD 84.02 73.56 - 78.80
WOW WOW 77.63 - 78.25 77.94

UNIWARD WOW 84.02 - 60.48 72.25
WOW UNIWARD 77.63 67.13 - 72.38

3.2. Combining Pre-Trained Binary Classifiers to Discriminate WOW and UNIWARD

We attempted to train two CNN-based binary classifiers for WOW and UNIWARD and simply
combine the two classifiers in parallel to determine the result of the classifier with a higher probability
as a final result (Figure 9). This was based on the assumption that the results of the classifier with a
greater probability would be right if different classification results are obtained by the two classifiers.
Table 2 presents the classification results for the cover, WOW stego, and UNIWARD stego images
(the details for the experimental conditions are given in Section 4). The classification rates for the
WOW and UNIWARD stego images significantly decreased because of the similarity between WOW
and UNIWARD. In other words, the simple combination of two binary classifiers is not useful for
discriminating WOW and UNIWARD.

Figure 9. Combining two binary classifiers in parallel for the ternary classification.

Table 2. Ternary classification rates obtained by simply combining two binary classifiers separately
trained for WOW and UNIWARD (bpp = 0.4).

For Cover (%) For UNIWARD Stego (%) For WOW Stego (%) Total (%)

85.23 50.13 46.24 60.53

We also conducted an experiment for ternary classification through transfer learning. The network
parameters of classifiers were fixed after training each binary classifier for WOW and UNIWARD.
The fully connected layer was then removed from each binary classifier, and a common fully connected
layer was added and trained for the ternary classification (Figure 10). Table 3 shows the classification
results for the cover, WOW stego, and UNIWARD stego images (the details for the experimental
conditions are given in Section 4). The classification rates for the WOW and UNIWARD stego images
were very low, and were lower than those obtained by simply combining two binary classifiers in
parallel. This result indicates that the network parameters in the fully connected layer were not
correctly trained because of the similarity between WOW and UNIWARD.
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Figure 10. Ternary classification through transfer learning.

Table 3. Ternary classification rates obtained by transfer learning (bpp = 0.4).

For Cover (%) For UNIWARD Stego (%) For WOW Stego (%) Total (%)

72.23 45.56 42.90 53.56

Referring to the abovementioned experiments, a new single network should be designed to
simultaneously learn the cover, WOW stego, and UNIWARD stego images from the beginning and
correctly classify the similar steganographic methods, WOW and UNIWARD.

3.3. Designing a CNN for Ternary Classification

The CNN used in [17] is the most basic CNN for image steganalysis, and most conventional CNNs
are its modifications. Therefore, it was used as the base CNN herein. First, the base CNN was tested
for ternary classification without modification. The cover, WOW stego, and UNIWARD stego images
were simultaneously learned in a single network (Figure 4). Table 4 presents the classification rates (the
details for the experimental conditions are given in Section 4), which are better than those obtained by
combining pre-trained binary classifiers. However, the cover images were relatively well classified at
approximately 84%, but the WOW and UNIWARD stego images were rarely classified as expected.
In conclusion, the network structure should be extended, and the preprocessing filter for extracting the
steganalytic features should be more carefully designed to make the classifier originally developed for
the binary classification between the cover and stego images available for ternary classification.

Table 4. Ternary classification rates when simultaneously learning the cover, WOW stego, and
UNIWARD stego images using the conventional classifier [17] (bpp = 0.4).

For Cover (%) For UNIWARD Stego (%) For WOW Stego (%) Total (%)

84.05 56.45 50.39 63.63

We tried to extend the based CNN by attempting to add more convolutional layers (each
comprising convolution, normalization, activation, and pooling operations) because more classification
power would be required for the ternary classification compared to the binary classification. Figure 11
shows the structure of the networks extended with additional convolutional layers. Table 5 displays
the classification rates of the extended networks (the details for the experimental conditions are given
in Section 4). As a result, adding convolutional layers improved the classification rates by 2–4%;
however, the classification rates rather became lower with two or more additional convolutional layers,
indicating that the network needs to be deeper for ternary classification, but the depth should be
properly adjusted.

Table 5. Ternary classification rates of deeper networks in Figure 11 (bpp = 0.4).

For Cover (%) For UNIWARD Stego (%) For WOW Stego (%) Total (%)

Figure 11a 75.81 67.48 59.83 67.70
Figure 11b 72.40 58.18 69.80 66.79
Figure 11c 61.24 60.18 75.27 65.56
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(a) With an additional convolutional layer

(b) With two additional convolutional layers

(c) With three additional convolutional layers

Figure 11. Extending the conventional network [17] with additional convolutional layers.

We also attempted to use a deep residual network (Figure 12a) or a convolution-stacked network
(Figure 12b), where the convolutional blocks were stacked as done in [29] because those residual
or convolution-stacked networks demonstrated a significantly improved performance in image
recognition. However, as shown in Table 6, the classification rates were not good, indicating that these
networks were not suitable for image steganalysis or for ternary classification.
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(a) A residual network

(b) A convolution-stacked network

Figure 12. Deep residual network and convolution-stacked network for ternary classification.

Table 6. Ternary classification rates of the residual and convolution-stacked networks of Figure 12
(bpp = 0.4).

For Cover (%) For UNIWARD Stego (%) For WOW Stego (%) Total (%)

Figure 12a 80.03 23.52 4.30 35.95
Figure 12b 83.87 62.43 32.87 59.72

As explained in Section 2.3, the CNN-based classifiers for image steganalysis have preprocessing
filters to facilitate the extraction of steganalytic features from images. Many conventional methods
tried to use various preprocessing filters for performance improvement. For the ternary classification,
we decided to use the SRM filters mostly used in conventional methods and conducted an experiment
to determine their performance. The base CNN was used with three different preprocessing filter
sets: 30 SRM filters (Figure 3), three groups of 10 SRM filters, and 10 selected SRM filters (Figure 13).
The second filter set was obtained by dividing 30 SRM filters into three groups of 10 (using different
numbers of groups was worse [28]). The filters of each group were applied to the input image.
Ten filtered results were generated by performing the element-wise sum between the filtered results of
each group [28]. The third filter set is a new one proposed herein. More effective filters were selected
from 30 SRM filters. Each of the 30 SRM filters was applied to the arbitrary cover and stego images. The
differences between the filtered cover and stego images were then computed (Figure 14). Subsequently,
10 filters with higher differences were selected, assuming that those filters would extract steganalytic
features from the images well. For all of the filter sets, eight feature maps were generated in the first
convolutional layer and doubled in the subsequent convolutional layers. Tables 4 and 7 (the details for
the experimental conditions are given in Section 4) show that the classification rates of the base CNN
did not increase as the number of filters increased, unlike expected. The results of the three groups of
10 SRM filters were better than those of the others, indicating that simply increasing the number of
filters does not guarantee performance improvements, and finding the appropriate filters for a given
CNN is necessary.
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Figure 13. Ten selected SRM filters. They can better detect tiny variation on images, among 30 SRM
filters of Figure 3.

Figure 14. Selection of more effective SRM filters: a large difference (e.g., 1.229 and 7.234) depending
on the filter between the filtered cover and stego images is found after each SRM filter is applied.

Table 7. Ternary classification rates of the base CNN with different preprocessing filters (bpp = 0.4).

Preprocessing Filters For Cover (%) For UNIWARD Stego (%) For WOW Stego (%) Total (%)

30 SRM 50.43 19.98 90.90 53.70
Three groups of 10 SRM 65.44 51.01 75.26 63.90

10 selected SRM 68.55 73.15 42.41 61.37

Together with increasing the number of filters, we also attempted to increase the feature maps
in the first convolutional layers from 8 to 60. Table 8 shows that the classification rates of the base
CNN became significantly lower, except for the 10 selected SRM filters, when the number of feature
maps increased. Unlike most conventional CNNs that achieve performance improvement by using
more filters or feature maps, the base CNN had a better performance with a small number of filters
maybe because the base CNN failed to learn a large amount of information extracted by many filters
or feature maps. From these results, we conclude that the base CNN should be deeper such that more
filters or feature maps can be used.

Table 8. Ternary classification rates of the base CNN with different preprocessing filters when increasing
the feature maps in the first convolutional layers to 60 (bpp = 0.4).

Preprocessing Filters For Cover (%) For UNIWARD Stego (%) For WOW Stego (%) Total (%)

5 × 5 HPF 90.44 40.15 44.89 58.49
30 SRM 4.54 87.39 26.04 39.32

Three groups of 10 SRM 79.17 32.52 67.39 59.69
10 selected SRM 46.08 45.27 88.99 60.11

3.4. Proposed Classifier for Ternary Classification

We proposed a CNN-based classifier for the ternary classification. The base CNN [17] was
extended with an additional convolutional layer. The feature maps were increased to 60 in the first
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convolutional layer and doubled in the subsequent convolutional layers: thus, 1920 feature maps were
fed into the fully connected layer. Ten selected SRM filters were used as the preprocessing filters.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

All the experiments presented in the previous sections and in this section were conducted with
the following conditions: 10,000 gray scale images of 512 × 512 in BOSSBase 1.01 [30] were quartered,
and the resulting 40,000 images were divided into the training and testing sets, each comprising 30,000
and 10,000 images, respectively. The stego images for both sets were generated with a random payload
of bpp = 0.4 (In most steganalytic studies, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 bpp have been used for testing steganalytic
methods. However, when using adaptive steganographic methods, 0.1 and 0.2 bpp are too small to
identify the stego images, even in binary classification [31]. The average PSNRs of the WOW and
UNIWARD stego images of 0.4 bpp are 58.76 and 59.36 dB, respectively; thus, the image quality of the
stego images of 0.4 bpp is still very high.) using WOW and UNIWARD. As a result, 90,000 (30,000 for
cover, WOW stego, and UNIWARD stego images each) training images of 256 × 256 and 30,000 (10,000
for cover, WOW stego, and UNIWARD stego images each) testing images were used. For training,
a momentum optimizer [32] with a momentum value of 0.9 was used. The learning rate started at
0.001 and decreased to 90% in every 5000 iterations. The minibatch size was 64 (32 pairs of cover and
stego images). The other hyperparameters were set the same as in the conventional method [17]. All
CNNs were implemented using the TensorFlow library [33].

The proposed classifier was evaluated with different preprocessing filters. As a new preprocessing
filter set, 16 Gabor filters were used together with the 10 selected SRM filters, as has been done in [19].
The results in Table 9 are the classification rates for the cover, WOW stego, and UNIWARD stego
images obtained using different preprocessing filters.

Table 9. Ternary classification rates of the network of Figure 11a with different preprocessing filters
(bpp = 0.4).

Preprocessing Filters For Cover (%) For UNIWARD Stego (%) For WOW Stego (%) Total (%)

5 × 5 HPF 68.52 46.07 61.01 58.53
30 SRM 75.49 51.85 71.46 66.26

Three groups of 10 SRM 76.22 59.66 77.45 70.78
10 selected SRM 75.65 69.71 71.32 72.22

10 selected SRM + 16 Gabor 76.23 56.26 62.10 64.86

Unlike the base CNN, using more filters and feature maps increased the classification rates;
however, utilizing too many and different types of filters was not good. The results of the 10 selected
SRM filters (i.e., the proposed one) were the best. The experimental results demonstrated that the
cover, WOW stego, and UNIWARD stego could be classified with an accuracy of approximately 72%
through the single CNN-based ternary classifier proposed herein.

We also attempted to change the tanh functions of the first two convolutional layers to TLU
functions, as has been done in [20], and the ReLU functions of the subsequent convolutional layers to
leaky ReLU functions, but the classification rates were not good (Table 10).

Table 10. Ternary classification rates when changing the activation functions of the proposed CNN
(bpp = 0.4).

For Cover (%) For UNIWARD Stego (%) For WOW Stego (%) Total (%)

39.60 72.29 91.87 67.93

5. Conclusions and Future Works

This study proposed a CNN-based ternary classifier to identify cover, WOW stego, and UNIWARD
stego images. The existing binary classifiers were designed to learn and detect a specific steganographic
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method; hence, they were not suitable for discriminating different steganographic methods. Adaptive
steganographic methods, such as WOW and UNIWARD, embed a small amount of the secret message
in a similar manner; therefore, discriminating their stego images using the existing binary classifiers
or combining them was very difficult. However, the proposed ternary classifier could effectively
learn the difference between both steganographic methods and discriminate them with high accuracy.
The classification between different steganographic methods using the proposed ternary classifier
was the first step in restoring the embedded message instead of simply determining whether or not a
message has been embedded.

It was experimentally confirmed that, in designing a CNN-based ternary classifier for image
steganalysis, simply expanding the width or depth of the CNN does not guarantee performance
improvements. In other words, the CNN width and depth need experimental optimization. This study
demonstrated the results of such an experimental optimization.

The proposed method had an accuracy of approximately 72%, which is not very high. Therefore,
ways to improve the accuracy by further highlighting the differences between WOW and UNIWARD
must be explored in the future. Ways to design a CNN-based classifier suitable for classifying a larger
number (≥3) of steganographic methods, including those with other embedding domains (e.g., DCT
and wavelet domains), must also be explored.
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